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2021 Company Pro le

Dart Race, where competition lives
Dart Race is a premium event organizer, operating in the Italian and European
motorbike scenario.
Our goal is to provide customers and partners with a complete and highly
professional service, differentiated from the competitors one.
Our services arose from the needs of the individual and our aim to help
improve their performances, making them live a unique experience during our
events on the track.
The ultimate Dart Race goal is to follow customers and participants
throughout the time of free practice season, not for the single day only.
www.dartrace.eu

Gentlemen, start your engines
Dart Race is a service company born from the passion and expertise of some
friends, for years well-known professionals in the Italian motorbike scenario.
It was founded in December 2018 with the aim of providing customers with a
complete service and great attention to detail; it stands out immediately in the
panorama of free practice organizers, for the completeness and high quality
of the services offered.
2019 and 2020 were growth years in terms of business, services, offers.
And lot of news are expected in 2021.
www.dartrace.eu

Free Practice
Dart Race offers its customers motorbike free practice with a subdivision into
more turns, based on the time measured on the track through the individual
timekeeping system, to guarantee higher safety and more fun.
Moreover, the number of riders within the day is limited, to give everyone a
chance to improve their performance and always participate in full safety.
Rider coaches are present in each turn to ensure training, safety and
assistance to all participants.
Dart Race provides a free basic technical assistance service for all
participants, to x any technical problems that may arise during the day.
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www.dartrace.eu

Riding School
The Master Class racing school, coordinated by Alessandro Celestini, is
always operative during the free practice days with Dart Race.
The racing school offers both free support to all participants, thanks to the
presence of rider coaches in every turn, and the possibility to attend
courses (in small classes or individually) with internationally renowned riders
such as Simone Corsi (moto2), Davide Stirpe (CIV SSP), Alessio
Velini (National Trophy 1000), Emanuele Pusceddu(National Trophy 600)
and Giovanni Menduni (Dunlop Cup 600).

www.dartrace.eu

Technical assistance
The Dart Race technical team, led by Cristian Valentini, is always available
during the free practice days.
The technical assistance is able to immediately manage for free the needs
of all participants, such as suspension adjustment, change of set-up and
geometries of the motorbike, replacement of consumable spares and tyres.

www.dartrace.eu

Additional services on the track
Dart Race purpose is to never leave the rider alone during the day, indeed complementary
services are offered to ensure maximum fun and comfort.
- Motorbike transport, available from major Italian cities to the circuit where the free practice is
held.
- Motorbike rental, dedicated to those who want to try the experience of a day on the track, but
don't have a bike suitable for that.
- Motorbikes loading and unloading, for those who participate alone and need assistance.
- Alone on the track, an "insurance" in case some trouble happens. Dart Race will take care of
everything, from rider assistance to motorbike care.
- Managing all accommodation services and transfer to all circuits where Dart Race holds the
event.
www.dartrace.eu

Additional services out of the track

The experience with Dart Race does not nish at the end of free practice.
Indeed, Dart Race provides its customers and track lovers some classroom
training days, support, advice, presence and training on social
platforms and much more.
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Dart Race Racing Team
Starting from the 2021 season, Dart Race Racing Team will take on the track the
passion of a small number of professional riders and fast amateurs in the world of
competitions.
The Racing Team will be present in all the events of the Italian Cup and the Italian
Amateur Trophy with its own organisational and logistic structure, giving support to both
professional and amateur riders who want to test themselves in the world of
competitions.
In addition to the ever-present technical assistance dedicated to each rider, Dart Race
Racing Team will take on the track an athletic trainer, a rider coach always present on
the track edge and also a nutritionist at participant’s disposal.

www.dartrace.eu

Dart Race Motoclub
Dart Race is also a Motoclub af liated with the “Federazione Motociclistica
Italiana”, which assists its members in all preliminary and contemporary stages
of free practice.
Dart Race Motoclub can manage all the practices related to af liations with
FMI, the membership recruitment and acquisition of competitive sport licenses
for those who want to partecipate in one or more competition races during
the year, or simply bene t from an insurance coverage during the track days.
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www.motoclubdartrace.eu

Visibility | Media Owned
Participants in 2020 -> about 4,000 pilots
Website -> 16,000 unique users
Instagram pro le -> 2,700 fans
Facebook page -> 2,200 fans
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Social Media Network
Dart Race relies on the support of a network of key opinion leaders in the
motorbike eld in Italy and Europe.
During the Dart Race events there will be two or more guests in rotation
who will be entrusted with the task of telling how is the trackday experience
during our events and the atmosphere around, thanks to exclusive services,
dream racetracks and the attendance of famous riders.
Network media -> Bikes4eddie (Instagram | 36k
followers), Ste89YT (Youtube | 9k subscribers), Marco Lietti (Instagram | 20k
followers)
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